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WHY THE TREND TOWARDS LITHIUM POWER?

More and more Australian boat owners are buying
lithium batteries with their new boat, or as a
replacement for older and heavier technology
batteries (either for cranking, running electric
trolling motors & outboards, or for house
batteries).

Like any new technology, lithium batteries were
previously consider a luxury item, but as prices
have come down, they are now a viable alternative
offering considerable advantages.

Whilst we’re not quite at that tipping point where
lithium are replacing AGMs etc across the board,
momentum is growing, and in 5 years it will be
lithium as the standard.

InfinitiPower lithium batteries are engineered right
here in Australia. The brains, the BMS (battery
management system) is designed and
manufactured to meet specific demands of the
marine sector, optimised for performance.

The InfinitiPower range of models is extensive
from 12V 75Ah to 48V110Ah, providing a battery
solution for virtually all requirements.

Demand for lithium in
batteries is growing as prices
come down.

Advantages of lithium

1. Around 1/3 the weight of alterative

2. More power

3. More capacity

4. Greater life-span

5. Faster charging

6. Cost of ownership lower over the life-
span

Disadvantage of lithium

1. Mmmmmm….we can’t think of any!



REASON 1

So much lighter!

12V LITHIUM 12V LITHIUM 12V LITHIUM12V AGM

1 X 100Ah

35-38kg

3 X 100Ah

36kg

Yes, it’s the biggest advantage of
going lithium!
In general, lithium batteries are around one third the
weight of lead acid and AGM batteries. An absolutely
important consideration for anyone with a boat or
yacht. Especially so if you have a recreational fishing
boat and 24V or 36V trolling motor. Importantly it can
prevent the requirement to re-rate the load rating for
your new boat by installing lithium instead of AGM
deep cycle batteries.

If you have a yacht, launch or house boat, it is easy to
double or triple the battery capacity without
increasing overall weight. And weight reduction
reduces drag, improves performance and reduces fuel
cost.

Lighten our load with lithium!

Lighten the load in your boat by
going lithium. Reduces 30, 60 or
up to 100kgs in weight depending
on the number of batteries.



REASON 2

Prolonged run times!

More power available throughout
the discharge!
Power (watts) is equal to Volts x Amps. Therefore, you can get
more power from a battery if it 1) holds its voltage over the
cycle and 2)  is able to discharge more Amps.

Lithium batteries  hold their voltage over the cycle, unlike lead
acid batteries  where the voltage drops off almost immediately
you start drawing amperage. (See graph). This means more
power over the discharge cycle from a lithium battery.

Lead acid deep cycle batteries are limited in the amps they can
discharge which limits  the appliances they can run and for how
long they can run before draining the battery.

InfinitiPower High Power (HP) range of lithium batteries are
capable of 200A continuous output and can peak at 500A,
making them ideally suited to household appliances  like air
conditioners.

InfinitiPower Standard Power (SP) battery range features a
BMS that can accommodate up to 110A continuous discharge
and 200A peak.

Power = Volts x Amps. Lithium
batteries hold their voltage longer
and can discharge more amps
thereby producing more power.



REASON 3

Keeping you on the water longer

How much more power?

Lithium batteries provide more usable capacity (amp hours)
than lead acid technology batteries  before needing to be
recharged

Depth of Discharge - (DoD) refers to the discharge depth of the
battery as a percentage of its rated capacity ie 100Ah.

For a decent battery life, a lead acid AGM battery should
typically be discharged to only 50% DoD, otherwise  if regularly
discharged to flat or close to, the battery life will be greatly
shortened.

Whereas a lithium battery an be discharged to around 90%
DoD and still provide a long service life ie around 2000 charge
cycles. So a good ratio to remember is 9/5 or 1.8 times the
comparable storage capacity of lead acid technology batteries.

Deep discharging does not effect the life of a lithium battery in
the same way that it does a lead acid technology battery.
Therefore you can  draw power for longer without damaging
the batteries cells.

DoD - Depth of Discharge

Lithium batteries can be
discharged up to 90% of their
charge capacity safely, without
damage to the battery cells.

Lithium batteries have more usable amp
hours available



REASON 4

A healthy battery into ripe old age

Use lithium if you want a
longer battery life

Every time a battery is charged and discharged is called a cycle.
Battery life is rated as the number of expected cycles at a
particular depth of discharge (DoD).

Typically a lead acid AGM battery will last for around 500-1000
cycles at 50% DoD. Anyone who has ever had a deep cycle lead
acid battery knows it only generally lasts 2-3 years before
requiring replacement, especially if it has been regularly
discharged more then 50% of DoD.

InfinitPower lithium batteries use prismatic lithium iron
phosphate (LiFePo) cells that last in excess of 5,000 cycles at
50% DoD and 2,000 cycles at around 80%  of DoD.

This equates to 10+ life expectancy compared to 2-3 years. Put
it this way, if you charged your InfinitiPower lithium battery
once weekly to power your bow-mount trolling motor, it would
equate to 38 ears worth of use discharging to 80% every time.

Lithium = Longevity!

Lifespan

Lithium batteries last a lot
longer and stay healthier all
through their life..like this old
bloke.

Get over 10 years from a lithium battery



REASON 5

Be back on the water sooner with faster charging times

Save time, charge faster

Almost everyone knows that to re-charge a lead acid
technology battery takes time, often overnight.

Not to mention the number of charging stages required - bulk,
absorb and float. Lithium batteries don’t require complex multi-
stage charging.

Lithium batteries have less internal resistance and so can
accept a greater charger rate. They charge more efficiently,
meaning more energy can be recovered from solar panels for
example, keeping the power up to your yacht or house boat.

As a result, lithium batteries charge much faster than lead acid
technology batteries. Most InfinitiPower lithium batteries can
accept up to 70A input charge making it possible to fully
recharge a 110Ah battery in around 1.5 hours.

Lithium = Getting you back on the water faster

Time is precious

Lithium batteries have a lower
internal resistance meaning
they charge faster capable of
higher amp input.

Charge lithium batteries much faster



REASON 6

Important to consider total life-cycle cost

In the long run, lithium is
cheaper

People who are put-off by the up-front cost of lithium batteries
don’t usually take into account the total life-cycle cost.

When considering the usable capacity and life-span of lithium
batteries, they work out far cheaper than equivalent capacity
lead acid technology batteries such as AGM.

You might even go through 3 to 4 lead acid technology
batteries in the same time as  a single lithium battery.

When you add the cost and inconvenience of refitting new
batteries every few years the total cost of ownership over the
long term is far better with lithium batteries.  It also contributes
to lower environmental waste.

Lithium = Long life span saves you money

Life-cycle cost

Life-cycle cost is the total cost
of ownership spread over the
life of the battery. Lithium is far
cheaper in the long run.

Consider the total cost of ownership



INFINITIPOWER BATTERIES

An extensive range for all marine applications

Powering Freedom in your
boat or yacht!

InfinitiPower offers an extensive range of lithium batteries for
use with an electric outboard on a small tender or kayak to large
super yachts. We’ve got you covered!

Whether you are powering a bow mount trolling motor, an
electric outboard, or running air conditioning all night long on
your house boat or yacht, you will find the right InfinitiPower
battery to suit the application.

Engineered and made right here in Australia for Australian
conditions. And we also make models for RV and caravan
applications as well. So Australia, we have you covered.

Only the highest quality prismatic LiFePo cells are housed in a
powder-coated aluminium case that is managed by state-of-
the-art locally designed and made BMS’s. And of course locally
warranted against manufacturing defects for 3 years.

Freedom to go anywhere, anytime



INFINITIPOWER BATTERIES

HP (high power) series for ultra demanding applications

Batteries for demanding
applications

InfinitiPower HP series are available in 12, 24, 36 & 48v models
with up to 400Ah of power.

BIC (built-in controller) and BIC-DCS (built-in DC charger
solution) provide services such as on-board solar charger for
input of up to 800W and/or 40A DC source charging  such as
boat or vehicle smart alternators via Anderson plug connection.

Latest state-of-the-art solid-state BMS offers up to 200A
continuous load and up to 500A surge. And capable of input
charge of up to 150A for fast charging.

Built-in voltmeters, state of charge (SOC) LED lights, robust
aluminium enclosure with carry handles, terminal and main
power switch result in a feature-rich heavy-duty deep cycle
lithium battery. A communications port to connect to remote
monitoring screen is also included, and bluetooth monitoring is
in development to keep you informed at all times.

IP-HP series



INFINITIPOWER BATTERIES

SP (standard power) series for less demanding applications

Cost effective, light weight,
power packed!

InfinitiPower SP series are available in 12, 24, 36 & 48v models
with up to 300Ah of power and are constructed using the latest
generation prismatic lithium ion phosphate (LiFePo) cells.

The SP range are perfect energy storage for boats of all kinds -
recreational fishing boats, motor boats, cruisers, yachts and
house boats. Ideal for electric trolling motors, electric
outboards and motorised kayaks.

The state-of-the-art Australian-developed and manufactured
BMS provides for up to 100A of continuous discharge and surge
of up to 200A. Batteries can be connected in parallel to facilitate
higher power requirements such as use in caravans, motor
homes and camper trailers. And the DCS models provide built-
in 20 or 40A DC charger for convenience of recharging on the
go.

Optional built-in voltage meter is available. Strong aluminium
enclosure acts as a heat sink to help keep the components
cooler, extending performance and battery life.

IP-SP series - up to 300Ah



INFINITIPOWER BATTERIES

Slim line series for where space is tight

Slim batteries for tight place!

InfinitiPower SL slim series are available in 12V models with or
without built-in DC charger. They offer a perfect solution for
cramped spaces such as fishing kayaks, small boats and yachts,
where stand sized batteries just can’t fit.

They are constructed using the latest generation prismatic
lithium ion phosphate (LiFePo) cells and available in 75 and
110Ah models.

The state-of-the-art Australian-developed and manufactured
BMS provides for up to 100A of continuous discharge and surge
of up to 200A. Batteries can be connected in parallel to facilitate
higher power requirements. And the DCS models provide built-
in 20A DC charger for convenience of recharging on the go.

Strong aluminium enclosure acts as a heat sink to help keep the
components cooler, extending performance and battery life.

IP-SL series - up to 110Ah



Features Benefits
●Highest quality construction and

components

●Optimised for best performance
and reliability

● Best performance, maximised life
span

● Australian developed and
manufactured

● Australian engineered and
manufactured BMS

● Latest prismatic LiFePo cells

● Aluminium case ● Strong, light and acts as a heat
sink to keep components
cooler to prolong battery run
time and life

● Light weight ● 1/3 of the weight of AGM

● Extensive range

● Flat power curve

● A model for all applications

● Optimised power through full
discharge cycle

● Faster recharge times ● Able to re-use more charged
battery more quickly

● Long life span ● 2,000-5,000 cycles (recharges)

●Great value ● Really well priced for the
features and quality provided

● Trolling motor compatible ● Works with all branding of trolling
motors including MinnKota

● 3 year warranty ● Australian back-up and service



75 1.0 100 100 200 2 175 125 230 N/A
1.4
1.4
1.4 100 100 200 3 257 177 190 220
1.4 20 100 100 200 3 257 177 190 220
1.9 3
1.9 3
1.9 100 100 4 326 245 260 285
1.9 40 100 100 4 326 245 260 285

110 2.8 100 100 200 4 326 245 260 285
110 2.8 40 100 100 200 4 326 245 260 285
110 2.8 150 200 500 5 335 250 260 295
110 2.8 40 150 200 500 5 335 250 260 295
110 2.8 40 150 200 500 5 335 250 260 295
75 3.8 100 100 200 4 326 245 260 285
75 3.8 40 100 100 200 4 326 245 260 285

IP-2475-HP-REG 75 1.9 70 200 500 5 335 250 260 295

75 3.8 150 200 500 5 335 250 260 295
IP-3675-SP MEDSP 12 75 2.9 100* 100 200 4 326 245 260 285
IP-36110-SP MEDSP 12 75 2.9 100* 100 200 4 326 245 260 285
IP-4875-SP MEDSP 15 75 3.6 100* 100 200 4 326 245 260 285
IP-48110-SP MEDSP 15 75 3.6 100* 100 200 4 326 245 260 285

75 3.6 70 150 500 5 335 250 260 295
75 3.6 70 150 500 5 335 250 260 295
110 5.3 150 150 500 8 343

InfinitiPower Battery
Encl Cells Capacity

Charge
Voltage

DC
Input
Max

Charge
Current

Battery
Max

Charge
Current

Discharge
Current
Cont /

Surge (1s)

Battery
Weight

Dimensions (mm)

Total # Ah kWh V A A A A kg Length Depth H1* H2*
IP-1275-SP XS 4

IP-12110-SP SML 4
IP-12110-SP-DCS SML 4

IP-12150-SP MEDSP 8
IP-12150-SP-DCS MEDSP 8
IP-12225-SP MEDSP 8
IP-12225-SP-DCS MEDSP 8
IP-12225-HP-REG MEDHP 8
IP-12225-HP-BIC MEDHP 8
IP-12225-HP-BIC-DCS MEDHP 8
IP-12300-SP MEDSP 16
IP-12300-SP-DCS MEDSP 16

MEDHP 8

IP-24150-HP-BIC MEDHP 16

IP-4875-HP-REG3.3kWh MEDHP 15
IP-4875-HP-BIC3.3kWh MEDHP 15
IP-48110-HP-REG5kWh LGE 15
IP-48110-HP-BIC5kWh LGE 15

(378) 170 550 620
110 5.3 150 150 500 8 343(378) 170 550 620

IP-12110-SL SL 4 110 100 100 200 2 635 255 50 50
IP-12110-SL-DCS SL 4 110 20 100 100 200 2 635 255 50 50

110
110

IP-12150C-SP 150C 8 75 100 100 200 265 163 240 270
IP-12150C-SP-DCS 150C 8 75 20 100 100 200 265 163 240 270

75 200
75 200

IP-24110-SP MEDSP 8 110 2.8 100 100 200 4 326 245 260 285

Notes
H1* to top of battery enclosure
H2* or () to top of terminals / handles / highest point
* A to be confirmed

Specifications

Current as at August 2020 and subject to alteration without notice.

Other applications….

More information can be found at: www.haswing.com.au or www.infiniti-power.com.au or call
0469-320-277 or email - sales@haswing.com.au

InfinitiPower is a trademark of Infiniti Australia Corporation Pty Ltd (ACN: 618 661 000)

www.haswing.com.au
www.haswing.com.au
www.infiniti-power.com.au

